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Approach by car 15 minutes from Sella

How to assemble this mini guide.
Print single sided
Fold all pages in half along dotted line,
then place internal pages
inside cover. Staple together at the spine.

There are two driving approaches, the first is easier on the car but has a further 1km of walking, the
second should only be attempted by a 4x4 or hire car with complete insurance. Drive through Sella on the
CV 770. From the last Sella sign drive for 4.5 km to a sharp left with a smaller road going straight on.
First approach, take this small windy road for a further 6.6km all up hill. Either park where the tarmac
finishes or walk/drive up the sharp rightwards dirt track for 1.2km. Park just off the track. Then walk along
the very rough road for 650m to a turning circle, with two metal posts.
Second approach, take this small windy road for a further 5.5km all up hill and a hair pin left, where a dirt
road leads straight on take this for 2.3km, as the trees clear, a sharp left brings you back into the trees
and back along the top of the ridge to a turning circle with two metal posts.

Morro Carlos

Text, topos and computer art work by
Rich Mayfield.
Published by and copyright to:
The Orange House Ltd.

Water Cave

Six minute walk into the top of
the Via Ferrata.
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Mundo Perdido

Information herein was correct at time of publication.
No responsibility is accepted for omissions or inaccuracy.
The state of fixed protection may deteriorate, be updated, changed or removed over time. This mini guide is
no substitute for sound judgement. Version 1 Feb 2015
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Via Ferrata

Je Suis Charlie
Arétes

From the parking head southwest along the dirt road for
150m. A path leads left just
before the trees, follow this
for 50m, then cut through the
trees and walk along the edge
of the trees (on your right) for
100m until a well defined
paths leads down hill to the
top of the access Via Ferrata.
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A few metres to the left (looking out) of the
base of the Via Ferrata.

Feist is the obvious hanging arête, it is a
long route and lowering off you end up
being much lower that the start, so use at
least a 70m rope.
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The Crow Eaters
28m
f6c/6c+
The steep open groove and the face above.
The groove is very absorbing, and provides
a brilliant and unusual crux.
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La Casa de los Vampiros

May

35m

f7a

14 bolts.
An average start up a slab and a V-groove
brings you to a massive traverse across the
hanging grey face. Tackle the sustained left
side of the arête to the very top. Amazing
positions!
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The Bauble Chain 28m
f6c
The awkward starting V-groove is followed
by a long and beautiful arête. Expect the
technical crux to arrive on the upper half.
M

Feist

Rich Mayfield M Robertson Oct 2014
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30m 7a

Climb the wall to the steep corner, make
powerful moves. Sustain climbing on fragile
rock, a great line which just needs a little
more traffic. FA Laslo Pre Dec 2011

Via Ferrata

Follow a faint path down hill for 100m.

Walk down hill for 20m for these
routes.
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Happy Birthday! 28m
f6b+
The long, discontinuous crack in the
faint groove. Superbly sustained.
M Robertson N Andrews R Mayfield Dec 2011
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Mi Hija

20m

6b

Climb the tufa cover rock to the first
overlap then make exposed moves at
the second overlap, finishing up an
easy crack.
FA Rich Mayfield &Trish Cooke Mar 2015
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Je Suis Charlie 75m

1
28m. 7a+/b Climb the wide crack
which is harder than it looks to where it
steepens. Make long powerful pulls to a
lower off or belay.
2
45m. 6c+ Climb the discontinuous
cracks up the “never ending wall” Steep
and mostly on good holds. 16 bolts.
FA R Mayfield & A Gomez
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Caras Lindas

75m

6a 6a+

A stunning traditional crack line which is
climbed in two pitches, large cams and
wires. Be careful of loose rock.
FA Nacho Sanchez & Gelga 20 Jan 2008
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No esperaba que

20m
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Slack lining

Climb the easy angled arête to where it
steepens.

Five bolts on each side of the two fins
have been placed for the purpose of
high lining. If you’re brave enough! You
will have to bring your own hangers.

FA R Mayfield & Corina Gafner
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Chiquitito

25m

7c?

The gap is just over 10m so shouldn’t be
too hard to walk it. Just don’t look
down!

Climb the interesting slab to a rest. Then
quest through the steeper ground on
impossibly tiny holds to a technical and
open corner and easier ground.
FA R Mayfield Mar 2015 not seconded
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Willets’ crack

12m

6a+

Opposite the above routes on the fin of
rock is a short pitch which is much
harder than it looks.
FA R Mayfield & C Willet
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Fiesta de Sella

50m

6c

Follow a faint path down the gully to
the edge of the fin of rock
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KP Arête

28m

6b

The opposite arête is climbed via steep
moves then to looong reaches.
FA R Mayfield & K Palmer
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Climb, crawl or ride the fin
back to the ground!
FA R Mayfield & M Roberts

Sla

1
6c
Climb the right hand side of
the first fin to a tricky move to gain the
arête.

